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In our world SEC RET LOVE 

min love There are soft green meadows, 

   

     
    
    
    
    
    
      
      

                
        
        
      

    
    

  

“Scared of Death” 

One morning I awakened 
my body was terribly shaking 
Is this the morning, is this the 

one? 
the last morning I enjoy teenage 
fun. 

Is this the last day I’m able to 
cry? ; 
Is this the finale of wondering 
“why?” 

Will this be my last day around 
Am I today heaven bound? 

I sit and wonder how it must be 

to die- 
to leave the world suddenly; 
without a goodbye. 
To lie in a place forever, not 
knowing what is there. 
Some people die so young, it just 
does not seem fair. 

They take people away, these are 
people that you love . 

Will I reside down below or in 
the heavens up above? 
Who are the people that I called 

“they”? 
Will anyone be accompanying 

me along the way? 

When I do meet them - or will I 

at all? 
Will this be, a result of a 
devastating fall? 
Or will I know for a short while 

ahead - 

of the day they are going to 

pronounce me “DEAD.” 

Anonymous 

“Just Wondering” 

I wonder if you sit; sit lonely and scared 
I wonder if you really; really and truly cared 
I wonder if you think... 

I wonder if you dream... of the two of us forever 
I wonder if you stare... at the phone that doesn’t ring 

I wonder if you're praying ... or doing anything 
I wonder if you’ré smiling; wonder if you’r¢ down 

I wonder if you're caring and who you are around 
I wonder what you’re wearing and if you’re forgetting me 

I wonder if you’re blowing off that we were once happy 

I wonder if you realize how badly I am hurting 
I wonder if you're hiding... what you truly feel 

I wonder if your feelings for me... you're trying to conceal 

I wonder why we allow... pride to stand in our way 
I wonder why my life without you... consists of not one sunny day 

I wonder when we'll talk again... or will that ever be? 
I wonder if you were sincere... when you said that you loved me 

I wonder if you ever knew... how much I felt inside 
I wonder why we're not giving in... thanks of course, to pride 

I wonder if you’re lonely and if we’re in need of time 
‘I wonder if you feel that me loving you is a crime 

"I wonder about everything; things both old and new 
I wonder if the words you spoke... I can trust as TRUE 

... | wonder and sometimes lie awake ‘til dawn 
Quietly thinking of where we went wrong 

And hoping that we’ll soon embrace 
So these feelings can be forever erased. 

Melissa Sfida 

    

of our times together 

  

BEST FRIENDS 

Tonia, 
Thanks for being my very own 
friend : 
Thanks for being with me till the 
end 

Thanks for sharing all of my tears 
Thanks for your presénse while 

facing my fears 
Thanks for the emotions that 
between us we share 
Thanks for your concern and 
always being there 
I want youtoknow thatIlove You! 
the most 

Even when we argued and were 
anything but close 
Friends, Best friends, Forever 
we'll be 
Love and memories equals you 
and me 
There was nothing in the world 
that together we didn’t face 
Nothing in the world that could 
ever take your place 

in my heart. 
Love you always, 
Carm (fric) 

Carmen Simmons 

INVISIBLE 

When I speak, 
No one listens; 

When I take action, 

No one notices. 

In a crowded room, 

It’s as if I am not there. 

If I were to run away from home, 

Away from family, 

Away from friends, 

No one will care, 

No one will miss me. 

I might as well be...... 

Invisible. 

Tyvise Churchville 

a a 1 A HS 

Days of sunshine, 

Skies of blue, 4 the first time I believe in this En 
: Days when our love flies free feeling : ! 

Love is no longer a meaningless 11 the open air, 
emotion But there will come days 

But a day 2 day, month 2 month, Yhen dark clouds will appear 

year 2 year Covering our blue sky 
Concealing our view of the sun. 

And not soon after 

Comes the falling rain. 
. We seek shelter from the rain; 

There’s no where to hide 

Now 2 eternity kind of feeling 
That fills me up inside with tears 

of ecstasy 

Tears of ecstasy that have been 

You've scarred me bad and 

didn’t even know it 

Long days were sad but I tried 

not to show it 

Hiding my feelings was such a 

chore but 
Strong to the end I'd to endure. 

I’ll never uncover the window of 

my heart 

You'll never see fully that 

sensitive part. 

I’ll never never get in your way 
guided by destiny ve try to flee i the rain; but 

2 overflow into a river called U S1e-$ Ho where 10 um. : 
: We must be strong rs something that 

Jaymes Henegan 5 i winston fie falling rain In my mind I soared as a dove 
ALL PRAISE TO Gop Tor rain doesn’t last forever. Jose thinking of oa benim 

The sun will shine again. gOLy g my 
very own love. 

Tyvise Churchville I'l always love you and you 

: know it, 

: but I have to let go for now. 
EMOTIONAL CRUCIFIXION You are not really here for me 

like you used to be. 

It seems 2 me ; I'll recover. 
That your fantasies are walkingblind = =~ ~~ ~~ © or will I? 

Eileane 

When we kiss : : 
Sometimes U search beyond reality COMMITTING MYSELF 2 U 
2 make this love more than it ought 2 be 

When my arms are holding U 

U are being mislead by lying emotions 
that masquerade as the real thing........ love 

I can close my eyes and know our love is oh-so true 

Softly like a warm and gentle rain 

Eyes speak 2 eyes 
Emotions touch emotions 
Passion kisses passion 

When I'm with U 

I can’t see 

I can’t feel 

I have no desire 

Something comes over me 

Like nothing that I can explain 

Memories of the past, they seem 2 fade away 
Like a storm that leaves a new love in its place 

So let's go on! Don’t look back! 
Because everyday 1s another dream come true 

U see, I believe that GOD sent U 

I want U out of my life 

Any feelings U may have for me 

Cruxify them, cruxify them 

and with a vast love, U have arrived 

Truly I’ve been blessed! 

So if the years bring days of cloudy gray 

  

  

CRUXIFY THEM! I'll pull U closer and say 

ILOVEU 
2 ral LOVEU i. 

Jaymes Henegan 
: JAYMES HENEGAN 

" All Praise to God” 

UPON A PURPLE MOUNTAIN A GRAY 

ROSE STOOD | 
Contemplation 

Upon a purple mountain a gray rose stood 
Erect, solemn and breathlessly still (breathless-ly still) 

In my heart- my soul I felt a chill 
At this place the complexity of love could be clearly understood. 

A gray rose, such a perfect blend, 
Of eternal darkness and infinite light 

Of ure deepest enemy and of ure most intimate friend 
It is so hard 2 comprehend. 

Gray in the eyes of God we are 
© We all are superstars 
We all drive fancy gray cars 

2 reach this purple mountain I have driven so far! 

Upon a purple mountain a gray rose stood 
Symbolizing real love, not war 

That’s why it’s there, that’s what it stands 4 
So please respect it 

Because gray love is my weakness 

black and white are now one word 

If ure picture of perfect harmony has become blurred 

look into my eyes - cause the reflect it. 

Jaymes Henegan 

I am so lonely 
alone 

Trying 2 find myself 
selfishly 

Asking perplexing questions 
questioningly 

Looking 4 soluble solutions 
seriously 

Considering those who care 
carefully 

Thinking thoughts of essence 
eventually : 

Conceding 2 emotional needs 
needfully 

Saying I need U 

U 

Jaymes Henegan 

 


